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IESO’s Ontario Planning Outlook

The report can be found on
the main page of the IESO’s
website @ ieso.ca

•

The Ontario Planning Outlook is a
technical report that provides a 10-year
review (2005-2015) and a 20-year outlook
(2016-2035) for Ontario’s electricity
system

•

The report responds to a June 10, 2016,
request from the Minister of Energy to
have the IESO submit a technical report
on the adequacy and reliability of
Ontario’s electricity resources

•

The report will serve as an objective
baseline for the Ministry of Energy and
sector stakeholders in terms of electricity
demand and supply outlooks, and will
inform the Ministry’s formal consultation
process for the development of the LTEP
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State of the System > 10-Year Review
Changes over the last decade have:
– Have addressed the reliability
concerns of a decade ago
– Coal-fired generation has been
retired and at the same time
Ontario saw additions in noncarbon emitting and natural gasfired generation
– Reduced greenhouse gas
emissions in Ontario’s electricity
sector by more than 80 percent
– With current planned
investments, will meet the
province’s electricity needs well
into the next decade
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20-Year Outlook
• The IESO has considered a
range for electricity demand
in Ontario, reflected in four
outlooks that provide context
for long-term integrated
planning and discussion
• The outlooks all reflect the
actions identified in the
government’s recently
announced Climate Change
Action Plan

Four Outlooks
Outlook A (or low demand outlook),
which explores the
implications of lower electricity demand
Outlook B (or flat demand outlook),
which explores a level of
long-term demand that roughly matches
the level of demand that
exists today
Outlooks C and D (or higher demand
outlooks), which explore higher levels of
demand driven by different levels of
electrification associated with policy
choices on climate change
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Four Demand Outlooks
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Demand Outlooks > Cont’d
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Supply Outlook
Ontario is in a strong starting position to reliably address the range of
demand outlooks
•
•
•

If all existing resources continue to operate after contract expiry and if planned resources come into service as scheduled,
Ontario would have a total installed capacity of ~43 GW by 2035
In contrast, if all existing resources are removed from service after contract expiry, Ontario would have a total installed
capacity of ~25 GW by 2035
Potential implementation delays, including with the nuclear refurbishment program, and the effect of aging on the
performance of the generation fleet could affect the availability of supply over the planning outlook
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Resource Adequacy Outlook
• Ontario’s existing,
committed and
directed resources
would be sufficient,
at the provincial
level, to meet the flat
demand outlook
• There is enough
flexibility to address
a lower growth in
demand or to adapt
to new opportunities
or priorities
• Additional
resources would be
required to meet any
increased growth in
demand
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Conservation Outlook

All four outlooks reflect achievement of LTEP 2013 conservation targets and
the Conservation First Framework

•

Targets will be achieved through a combination of conservation programs and building codes and
equipment standards addressing current electricity end uses

•

Half the target is expected to be achieved through existing and planned programs and codes/standards.
Remaining would be achieved through new programs and/or new codes/standards yet to be developed.

•

In the flat demand outlook, conservation effectively offsets all growth due to economic activity
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Distributed Energy Resources > Key Considerations
•

Evolutions in technology and policy
are expanding opportunities for
customer engagement and
participation

•

Distributed energy resources (DERs)
are contributing to a system more
characterized by two-way flows,
rather than only one-way delivery
from large central stations

•

A number of communities are now
developing community energy plans
and DER is becoming a key
component of those plans

•

Higher growth outlooks provide greater
opportunities for harnessing DER and
reducing the need for new grid-connected
resources

•

Addressing barriers to the adoption of
distributed energy resources, such as cost
allocation and integration issues, could help
to better realize their potential benefits
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Transmission and distribution outlook
• Beyond current projects, no significant new transmission
investments would be required in the flat electricity demand
outlook served by existing and currently planned resources.
• However the amount of remaining transmission availability is
limited - in higher demand outlooks, long lead-time investments in
transmission will be required to accommodate new resources.
• In the near term, while the system could manage some overall
increases in demand, LDCs and regional transmission may be
more significantly impacted as local peak demands grow.
– Strategies and options to address local issues could be
addressed in regional planning processes, working together
with transmitters and LDCs
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Emissions Outlook
•

Emissions are expected to continue to decline over the next five years

•

With Cap and Trade takes effect in 2017, emissions will be lower than what they otherwise would
have been

•

In the flat demand outlook, emissions rise slightly following Pickering retirement but remain well
below historical levels and relatively flat through to 2035

•

Consideration of how to address the higher demand outlooks was based on keeping GHG emissions
in the electricity sector within the range of the flat demand outlook
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Total Cost of Electricity Service: Outlook B
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Electricity System Cost Outlook
•

In the flat demand outlook, total cost averages ~$21B/year over the next
decade and is estimated to decrease to about $19B by 2035 (2016$)

•

In higher demand outlooks, investments in new resources (conservation,
generation, and transmission) would be required to meet the increase in
demand and to reduce increases in emissions
– Annual cost of electricity service would rise by $4B to $9B by 2035
(2016$)
– This would be associated with an increase in energy consumption in
the province
– As a result, the average unit cost of electricity service would be
within the range of the flat demand outlook
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Conclusion
 Electrification of the economy in support of climate change
actions could see long-term provincial electricity demands that
are up to 40% higher than today. Meeting this scale of electricity
demand growth would require the coordinated deployment of
multiple low carbon options.
 The scale, cost and practical challenge of implementing options to
meet higher demands further highlights the importance of
conservation as a method of moderating electricity demand
growth.
 In brief, Ontario has access to options for meeting electrificationdriven demand growth in ways that result in significant
economy-wide carbon emission reductions. In addressing the
associated planning issues, the IESO is committed to supporting
the Ministry’s consultations as the new LTEP is developed.
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IESO Resources – Keep in Touch
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